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1. OBJECTIVES
The main objective of my work was to analyze the changes of the functions and the
character of the villages that are caused by the processes of the 20th century. Before that I
wanted to define the rural settlements in order to make a Hungarian database for this work.
With the help of this database I already could sketch a statistical review on the actual type
and strength of the specialization of the villages, and the special changes in the landscape
and in the settlement structure that can be connected with the special functions. For the
detailed analysis I needed to choose pilot areas, where it was possible to point the causes of
the actual processes and to make a forecast for the expected changes in the near future. In
my work I searched answers for the following questions.
A. Questions related to the definition of the rural areas:
P1: How can I define the rural areas from the landscape architecture aspect in Hungary,
so what is the definition for rural areas?
P2: How, with the help of which kind of data, database can I define the rural settlements
from the landscape architecture aspect in Hungary?
P3: Taking into account the high rate of settlements get the city status, the cities has
always an urban character?
B. Questions related to the changing functions of the settlements:
P4: Which typology can be used the best from the landscape architecture aspect that
reflects the changing functions and character of the villages at the same time?
P5: Which specializations happened in the rural settlements in the 20 th century, and
how far the processes went by the millennium in Hungary?
P6: What kind of settlements and what kind of areas had the most intensive change
in the land use?
C. Questions related to the pilot areas:
P7: What kind of impact have the forces coming up-to-down and from bottom-up on
the transformation of the functions and the character of the settlements? How it
is possible to make advantage from the European efforts for integration?
P8: How could the settlements rated detailed and spectacular in a micro-regional
context taking into account the sustainable development?
P9: Which are the land use tendencies that can cause a general problem in the case of
the planning challenges in rural areas?
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2. METHODONOLOGY
At first I had to create a database of the Hungarian rural settlements in order to make a
Hungarian overview of the changes of the functions in the villages. Because of the limited
data types I also worked with pilot areas to make detailed analysis of the defined processes.
2.1. THE SETTLEMENTS OF THE DATABASE
In order to make a Hungarian review I had to define the rural settlements in Hungary.
After the review of the literature I made up my database of those 2725 villages in Hungary
that have living zones only with low density.
While all area is unique, I didn’t think it would be enough to work with only one pilot
area. The first figures of my database showed that in Hungary the western ring of the
agglomeration of Pécs (12 settlements) is the area, where all the main types of the villages can
be found close to each other.
While I could take part more international projects that was connected to the
Transylvanian Firtos area (20 settlements), I pointed out that area as well. In order to be able
to make international comparison, I wanted to choose a pilot area from Western-Europe. I was
searching for an area, where the Hungarian culture can be a common basement for this work,
therefore I choose an area in Burgenland, in der Wart (7 settlements).
The three areas are in common because of the dominance of the Hungarian / Szekler
inhabitants and more minorities at the same time: in Hungary Germans and Romas, in
Transylvania Romas and Romanians, in der Wart German and Croatians.
3.2. METHODS
I examined the settlements with three methods. With the help of the national database I
could make analysis based on statistical data and aerial photos. In my work I can sketch a
static view on the years right after the millennium, while because of the different methods of
the former censuses it was not possible to make comparison to see the changes form one
decade to another, and more up-to-date data on the level of the settlements were not available.
I created a typology for the villages from the point of view that which function they have.
This typology is based on the estimation of the strength of the agricultural, the industrial, the
dormant and the resort functions with the help of a few indicators. I made a description of all
the types from the following point of views: demography, employment, land use, landscapeand settlement structure.
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I analysed the pilot areas throughout the demographical processes, the landscape
evaluation, the actual economical activities and the highest values of the area with the help of
the up-to-date and historical maps, aerial photos, literature, archive photos, and field trips.
After the general description I focused on the impact of the agricultural, the industrial, the
dormant and the resort functions on the land use, the settlement structure, the plot
arrangement, the architecture and the main problems of the landscape- and settlement
structure. I estimated of the expected future profile based on the field trips, general resources,
and the results of the SCENAR 2020 and SENSOR projects.
Among my objectives I wanted to work out a method that points the natural resources of
the given settlement, and that how the local people use these resources and how they built up
their social and economical sectors on this basement. I also wanted the method to be easily
overviewed with the opportunity of detailed examinations and micro-regional compartments.
In the case of the settlements, where the traditional methods couldn’t sketch out a clean
profile for the future, I tried to find a breaking-out point with the help of this method named
comparative resource pyramid.

3. RESULTS
Along my statements and the adoptability of the results in this chapter I summerize the
results of the village typology and the analysis of the pilot areas.
3.1. RESULTS RELATED TO THE VILLAGE TYPOLOGY
The most significant function in Hungary is the dormant function without growing. This
function spread out all over the country except the Great Plain, it became dominant in the
Transdanubian with morsel settlement structure made of small villages. The dormant function
joins in most of the cases with resort function, but it appears along all the other basic
functions as well.
The growing dormant villages has grown with 30% on average in the last 20 years, the
biggest expansion appeared by the villages that has also some resort function. The dormant
function is far the weakest at the Great Plain.
The agglomeration of Budapest, Győr, Pécs, Szombathely and Székesfehérvár has
sketched out, but there are one or two settlements by almost every county capital, which
became a popular destination for those, who want to move out from the city.
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The rate of the villages, where the resort function has modified the settlement structure is
under 3%. The resort function based on weekend houses is located at the Balaton and at the
Dunakanyar resort area, while this function based on guest nights forms groups in the Mátra
and in the Bükk.
By now there remained only 120 settlements in the country with significant local
employees in the agriculture. Most of these villages are located at the Duna Tisza köze and
the southern part of the Duna mente, in the Körös Maros köze and in Külső-Somogy. This
function hardly ever joins with another basic function.
There are only 24 villages with pure dominant industrial activity. This fact confirms the
statement of Pál Beluszky that the industrial activity joins with urbanism, so this kind of
villages sooner or later turns into cities. These settlements disperse steadily in the country. As
the agricultural function, neither this function joins with other kind of significant activity.
Demography: The size and the commuting have a converse proportionality.
Employment: The rate of the local employees in the first and second sector in the villages
with dominant agricultural or industrial villages is 35-50%. The commuting is lower than the
country average. The industrial villages can employ the most people from the neighbouring
villages. The commuting is higher than 65% on average in the country. In the villages with
dominant dormant function there is only a slight local employment. At the resort places the
employment structure meets the country profile, only in a few resort areas appear stronger
third sector.
Land use: The changes in the land use related to the villages with different functions are
summarized in the Table 1. While the dormant villages without growing collects more than
60% of the rural settlements, this type of the villages has very similar rates and tendencies as
the country. The rate of the non-cultivated areas is a bit lower than in the case of the growing
settlements, while new residential areas were not built-up. The significance of the forms of
the land use that need much human work has dropped, although at the resort places not so
dramatically as on average. The arable lands and the meadows have dropped with a few
percent. The grazing grounds haven’t changed significantly. The proportion of the forests is
growing in the case of all the main types.
Settlement structure: The structural changes of the dormant villages are quite significant,
but the strongest impact is related to the dominant resort function based on weekend houses.
The characters of the old and new parts usually don’t harmonize with each other.
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Table 1 Changes in the land use related to the dominant function
Dormant villages: A – growing, B – not growing.
Resort villages: A – based on weekend houses, B – based on guest nights.
FO – forest, ME – meadow, GG – grazing ground, GO – garden-orchard, GR – grape, AL – arable land,
NC – non cultivated area
(Source: KSH, edited by the author)

Agricultural
Industrial
Dormant A
Dormant B
Resort A
Resort B
Rural average
Agricultural
Industrial
Dormant A
Dormant B
Resort A
Resort B
Rural average

FO
ME
GG
GO
GR
AL
NC
15 %
5%
9%
2%
2 % 57 %
7%
20 %
6%
9%
4%
3 % 49 %
8%
16 %
5%
8%
5%
5 % 55 % 10 %
19 %
6%
8%
4%
2 % 53 %
8%
22 %
6%
9%
3%
3 % 43 % 11 %
28 %
5%
9%
4%
2 % 45 %
8%
18 %
6%
9%
4%
2 % 53 %
8%
19 %
3%
9%
1%
1 % 56 % 12 %
24 %
4 % 10 %
1%
2 % 44 % 14 %
20 %
3%
7%
2%
2 % 49 % 17 %
23 %
4%
9%
1%
1 % 49 % 13 %
25 %
4%
8%
2%
3 % 38 % 20 %
31 %
3 % 10 %
1%
1 % 39 % 13 %
22 %
4%
9%
1%
1 % 49 % 14 %

The streets of the agricultural villages on the Great Plain forms orthogonal structure.
Depending on the grown plants the parallel streets can be quite far from each other, but the
newer streets lay much nearer than in the village centre. The average size of the villages in the
Transdanubian is smaller than on the Great Plain, here the one-street layout is spread. The
plots stretch long behind the houses in each case.
The industrial sites join either the residential areas, either the location of the natural
resources. These settlements usually have new residential areas: the new parts are usually
created by regular forms, while the old parts have irregular structure that meets the
requirement of the natural givens.
General problems related to the landscape and the settlement structure:
Agricultural villages the changes of the function and the character of the residential areas
with low density outside the centre parts of the settlements.
Industrial villages creation of puffer zones depending on the type of the activity, the
recultivation of the former mines, in the case of high volume activity the creation of new
residential areas in harmony with the older parts, in the case of former industrial activity
searching for new function for the useless residential zones.
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Dormant villages In the case of growing settlements the contrast between the old and the
new residential areas. In the agglomerations an additional problem is that the villages join in
growing.
Resort villages the future of the expansive areas of weekend houses without frequent use,
the join of the built-in areas of the villages. In the case of the settlements based their resort
function on guest nights, usually after a while the growth of the supply became higher than
the demand that causes special modification in the settlement structure that can be hardly fit in
another profile if once the demand of the tourism drops.
3.2. RESULTS RELATED TO THE PILOT AREAS
The most important tendencies of the land use in the pilot areas can be seen in Table 2. The
processes without control can cause problems in each case.
Table 2 Most important tendencies of the land use in the pilot areas (edited by the author)

The join in growing of the settlements is a global problem. In the Hungarian and in the
Transylvanian area this process expected to be stronger and stronger in the future. There is a lot of
effort to avoid this phenomenon, but the efficiency of those is very different.
The appearance of the new parts of the settlements without any harmonization to the older
parts is just as widespread problem as the join in growing. The structure of these new areas, the
plot arrangement and the architecture are very different from the traditional solutions, but these
new parts in the different pilot areas in the different countries are very similar to each other.
The disappearance of the land use forms that need much human work that also brings the
decrease of the landscape diversity points out the changed lifestyle at all the pilot areas. In
Hungary the former vineyards turned to resort places or residential areas, while in the Firtos area
they are simply not cultivated anymore.
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The decreased landscape diversity can be seen also in the extensive forms of the land use. In
Burgenland and in the southern part of the Hungarian area the intensive forms dominate, while in
the northern part of the Hungarian area and in Transylvania because of the problems of the
cultivation a part of the farmers stop their activity.
The extension of the uncultivated lands appears only in the northern part of the Hungarian
area and in the Firtos region. This process is caused by the above mentioned problems of the
farming activity and the negative demographical tendencies, first of all the leaving for the urban
areas. The extension on of the forests shows up only in the Transylvanian area, it is brought by the
stop of the cultivation.

3.3. STATEMENTS
Reflecting the questions I formed at the beginning of my work my statements can be
divided into three groups, related to the definition of the rural areas, to the changing functions
of the settlements and to the pilot areas.
A. Statements related to the definition of the rural areas:
S1: The relation between the cities and the villages changed a lot in the 20th century that
made the definition of the villages difficult. The quantitative definitions are mainly
based on popular density, but the character of these settlements can be very different. I
created a definition for rural settlements taking into account linguistic analysis of the
word ‘rural’, the parameters of the OTÉK, and the descriptive definition of László
Dorgai. According to this definition created by me, a settlement is ‘rural’ if it has
living zones only with low density (zones with the character of the traditional
‘villages’ or of the ‘garden-cities’). Because of the internal contradiction of the
settlements with a centre of high density and significant inhabitants at the
peripheries at the same time, I created the definition of the rural part of a
settlement. I used this definition for those parts of the settlements that has at least
30 inhabitants, low-density flat structure, physically isolated by green surfaces
from the parts with high-density and for the areas dominated by farms.
S2: The local building code and the regulatory plan as instruments under the influence of
the local governments have the greatest conformity with the actual ways of the
development and the ideas for the future on the given settlement. The plans on higher
level classify the villages according to the popular density therefore they cannot help
to define the rural settlements according to the definition I created. In 2008 I collected
the available local building codes of the villages with inhabitants between 1000 and
9

10000 people, and with the help of these documents I defined the rural settlements
of Hungary according to my definition. With the help of the Gazetteer of the
Hungarian Central Statistical Office from 2001 I defined the Hungarian settlements
that have rural part along a dense centre. The data appointed that these rural
parts were created by the influence of the farming activity in different scales,
slightly also by the moving in the neighbourhood of the industrial sites and into
the wine-yards. The significant number of the rural parts of the settlements point out
the morsel structure of the Hungarian settlement structure.
S3: After I analysed the local building codes of our cities with less than 10000
inhabitants, I realized that 95% of them have a centre with high density the other
5% is made of our youngest cities. According to the processes of the settlements
developed to a city earlier, expectedly these ones also will develop their centre with a
high-density urban character. This fact points out that when a settlement is
classified as a city from a village, the transformation of the settlement gets speed,
and in a few years they gain their character as a small town. This process shows
itself partly in the higher density of the living zones of the given settlement.
B. Statements related to the changing functions of the settlements:
S4: I classified the villages according to actual strength of their working, living and
resort functions. This classification is ideal from landscape architecture as well, it
shows that the main types harmonize themselves with the main landscape types.
According to the classification I made the main types are the followings:
agricultural villages (agricultural landscape), industrial villages (industrial
landscape), dormant villages (residential landscape) and touristic villages
(touristic landscape). The analyzed typologies are based on geographical, social or
economical indicators, therefore they have different classes, although the typology
made by Pál Beluszky in the beginning of the 1960’s is close to it.
S5: The classification of rural settlements drew the following situation at the millennium
in Hungary: The agricultural function dropped dramatically, only 120 villages
have still significant agricultural function. On the other hand the dormant function
spread so much that the commuting goes over 60% average, and this
phenomenon shows up more that 75% of the villages. Far the greatest group is the
group of the villages with significant dormant function without any growth of the
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settlement with more than 800 items in this class. The settlements with only tourism
could form only a marginal group that shows that the resort function can have
only an additional role in the life of the settlements.
S6: The land use statistics show the significant changes in the land use only in the
case of the growing settlements. In the case of the depopulated villages this process
doesn’t appear in the statistics, but the analysis of the pilot areas showed also
significant changes in the land use. The root of this process is the spread of the
non-cultivated lands, that cannot followed in a proper way in the database yet
because of the missing detailed and up-to-date data.
C. Statements related to the pilot areas:
S7: After the analysis of the pilot areas I concluded that the new parts of the settlements
have very much in common, and they don’t reflect the local traditions of the
given settlements, because the new, dominant function form the character, which
comes from the global trends not the local specialities. The transformation
process of the pilot area in Burgenland dated earlier than the Hungarian site, the
processes that already formed the Hungarian settlements, appeared only in the
last years in Transylvania.
S8: I worked out and tested on the 39 settlements of the three pilot areas the
comparative resource pyramid. This is a method for rating the settlements
included environmental, social and economical viewpoints at the same time. Its table
in the background gives the opportunity for detailed analyses, meanwhile the
graphical outlook makes it possible, to compare the given settlement with the
neighbouring ones in a micro-regional context.
S9: The join in growing of the settlements, the appearance of new part of the
settlements, without any harmonization to the older parts, and the disappearance
of land use forms that need much human work are global tendencies that show up
all the pilot areas. The decrease of extensive land use forms appears in the western
areas, while the extension of uncultivated lands can be seen in the eastern countries.
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Some of my results can serve as an aid in the planning process on the level of the
settlements and of the micro-regions. Another part of my results can be a basement for further
researches or can be used in the education.
Adaptability in planning:
AP1: More attention for the rural parts of the settlements can ensure the place in the
planning process in larger scales these peripheral residential areas which have an
essential role in the maintenance of the landscape.
AP2: The classification of the settlements based on data of the census 2001, especially
the joining functions, can give a help for ensuring the balanced development and
the more efficient cooperation of the villages.
AP3: The comparative resource pyramid can be a new aid in the micro-regional planning.
AP4: The description of the global processes that have an impact on the character of
the settlements can help to avoid the typical problems during the planner period,
the best practices can show some examples for the opportunities of the optimal
usage of the local resources.
AP5: Because of the limited data during the description of the changes of the land use
the statistical data can be only an aid for the planners, this fact has to be taking
into account both at the development and the regulatory plans.
AP6: The analysis of the relation of the pilot areas offers an opportunity for the areas
located to the east to be aware of the positive and negative effects of the
expected processes and to be ready for the changes.
Adaptability in research:
AR1: The definition of the rural areas from the landscape architecture aspect helps to
stress the importance of the preservation of the values of the rural areas that has
a bigger and bigger role with giving new functions to the architectural heritage.
AR2: The types, the number and the size of the rural parts of the settlements gives a
detailed picture on the settlement structure and can give a help for working out a
methodology for the areas that can maintain through a shared plan.
AR3: The acceptance of the fact that every city will form its urban character sooner or
later can help to value from a landscape architectural point of view the current
practice of turning the villages into cities that can be questioned from functional
aspect.
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AR4: The typology of the villages based on the functions they have, along that it enriches
the field of the village typologies, can be a connection between the landscape
architectural and the economical approach.
AR5: The definition of the rural settlements based on the data 2008 and the rural parts
of the settlements based on data 2001 is a good basement for making a
comparison with up-to-date data when the types of the data will give a chance for
such a work.
Adaptability in training:
AT1: The definition of the rural settlements and the rural parts of the settlements can
be used to form the ideas of the students.
AT2: The data of the Hungarian review of 2001 that used a classification that meets the
basic types of the landscape and the general statements related to the database can
be used also in the education.
AT3: The structure and the principles of the comparable resource pyramid can be an
example for the rating of the settlements for the students.

4. CONCLUSUIONS
My conclusions can be divided into three groups: related to the main processes forms the
rural areas, to the changing functions of the settlements in Hungary and related to the pilot
areas.
Conclusions related to the processes forms the rural areas:
The settlement forms of the city and the village those were stable throughout centuries
because of several impacts rooted in invents of the industrial revolution has changed
significantly since the 19th century. The change got a new rhythm in the middle of the 20 th
century and lasts even nowadays. Partly this change partly the widespread specialization of
the villages makes the definition of the rural areas and the rural settlements hard either from a
qualitative either from a quantitative point of view.
The question appears if it is good to cleave to the traditional city / village categories or
would it be more useful to create new terminologies. I think this problem mainly comes from
that territorial development approach that has its final level rather at the groups of the
settlement than the single villages. I don’t think this is a fortunate tendency, because it’s
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inevitable that the stable cooperation of the groups of the settlements must have a far more
significant role than nowadays, the groups of settlements as solely forms of maintenance
cannot reflect a lot of local problems and opportunities as well.
Conclusions related to the changing functions of the settlements in Hungary:
So many settlements turned into dormant villages without growing that this type
dominates the country profile. Groups of growing dormant villages show up only around a
few big cities. Groups of villages specialized at other functions are located to a few landscape
unit. The strongest effects on the landscape structure are related to the resort places and to the
growing dormant villages. The decline of the agricultural sector causes not so significant
modifications because of the more and more intensive land use and the mechanization, though
the changes of the forms of the land use can have great visual effects as well.
The loss of functions of the villages in the last 100 years is significant. Though the
demand for the resort function was far smaller, most of the villages could supply living area
and working place at the given settlement. At the beginning of the 20th century among the 12
thousand villages of the historical Hungary only 500 specialized themselves that didn’t reach
the 5% of the settlements. Contradictory by 2000 more than 75% of the villages got impacts
that modified significantly the future profile of the given settlement.
The villages with strong specialization are usually successful economically or socially,
but their surroundings are transformed heavily and their natural resources are under a great
pressure. While the motor of the development of these settlements generally comes from
outside, these systems can be very vulnerable. Taking into account this fact, it is an interesting
data that only 30% of the significantly specialized villages have more functions.
While there is quite few connections related to the productive functions, the dormant and
the resort functions appear in very variable combinations that show that these functions are
only additional ones.
Conclusions related to the pilot areas:
Taking into account the processes that appear in different periods and the forecast of the
changes of the next decades show that the landscape transformation of the western area is
ahead of the Hungarian territory, while the Szekler region is looking forward the processes
which are already dominant in Baranya County. This fact gives an opportunity for some area
to analyse the positive and the negative effects of the probable processes.
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The modifications that appear all the pilot areas are caused by global effects that are very
hard to avoid by the settlements. One of the most outstanding examples is the new parts of the
settlements that are usually not integrated into the entire village. What more, their specialities
formed by the special functions that forms similar structures in the different countries on
different level of the development, different history and different culture in the background.
The differences between the settlements at the pilot area in der Wart were significantly
smaller than in the other pilot areas that roots into the equally high level of the infrastructure
and the impacts coming from outside to form the future profile of the settlements.
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